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Z I  VI  D

Accurate and high-speed 3D vision 
for collaborative robotics
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Advancements in 3D vision drives 
increased productivity and growth

Speed and reliability for existing applications

Enabling new applications

Ease of deployment, operation and flexibility

Industry 4.0 robotics and 3D vision
Symbiotic and synergistic relationship
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Bigger robots
- bigger objects

bigger objects

- less accurate vision
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Smaller robots
- smaller objects

smaller objects

- more accurate vision
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Smaller robots – lots of smaller parts

The need for highly accurate 3D 
vision in collaborative robotics

detecting | picking | placing 
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Question #2

Which of these 3D cameras 
meet my needs?

Question #1

How accurate 3D vision 
do I need?
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Question #2

Which of these 3D cameras 
meet my needs?
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Understanding accuracy of 3D vision is tricky…

… really tricky

Lack of common terminology

Lack of conditions

Lack of technique
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3D cameras are measurement instruments

We need to step up 
our game…
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ISO 5725
Common terminology on accuracy

Precision
Describing random errors, 
a measure of statistical variability.

Trueness
Describing systematic errors, 
a measure of statistical bias.

Accuracy
Describing a the combination of
random and systematic errors. 
Sum of Precision and Trueness.
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TARGET SCENE

Precision
random errors

ISO 5725 and 3D cameras
Precision, trueness and accuracy applied

Lower accuracy Higher accuracy

Trueness
deviation from true reference
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Common terminology on metrics 
Accuracy on what?

Point Plane Dimension Sphere
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Conditions
§ Camera settings
§ Working distance
§ Ambient light
§ Ambient temperature

Technique
§ Test-setup
§ Test procedure
§ Calculations of result

Industry standard technical specifications
Reproduceable specifications
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Point metrics
Zivid One+ M - typical specifications
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Conditions, unless otherwise specified:
Ambient temperature (Ta) = 25C Ambient light (La) = 200 lux 
Aperture (A) = f/5.6
Projector brightness (Pb) = 1x Imager gain (Ig) = 1x

Point precision 60 um
La = 750 lux 70 um
D = 1600mm 570 um
D = 1600mm, Pb = 1.8x 480 um
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Point metrics
Zivid One+ M - typical specifications

Conditions, unless otherwise specified:
Ambient temperature (Ta) = 25C Ambient light (La) = 200 lux 
Aperture (A) = f/5.6
Projector brightness (Pb) = 1x Imager gain (Ig) = 1x
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Point precision vs. working distance
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Global planarity metrics
Zivid One+ M - typical specifications
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Global

Conditions, unless otherwise specified:
Ambient temperature (Ta) = 25C Ambient light (La) = 200 lux 
Aperture (A) = f/5.6
Projector brightness (Pb) = 1x Imager gain (Ig) = 1x

Global planarity trueness 90 um
D = 1600mm 670 um
D = 1600mm, Pb = 1.8x 690 um

Global planarity accuracy 140 um
D = 1600mm 1030 um
D = 1600mm, Pb = 1.8x 1000 um
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Need for highly accurate 3D 

vision in collaborative robotics 

Small robots – many small object – highly accurate 

vision for detection, picking and placing

§ Understanding accuracy of a camera is tricky 
§ Lack of common terminology, conditions, set-up 

and technique

§ 3D cameras are measurement instruments

We need to step up our game 

on specifying accuracy

Enabling a system developer asses whether a 3D camera

meets the accuracy requirements of the application

§ ISO 5725 framework for Precision, Trueness and Accuracy 
§ Point, plane, dimension and sphere metrics

§ Reproducible specifications with industry standard 

specifications with conditions, set-up and technique
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Next steps

Zivid One+ datasheet zivid.com/downloads

See for yourself!

• Small

• Medium

• Large

zivid.com/zivid-one-plus-small-3d-camera

zivid.com/zivid-one-plus-medium-3d-camera

zivid.com/zivid-one-plus-large-3d-camera

Free 1:1 online demo zivid.com/schedule-a-free-zivid-demo

ORDER

https://www.zivid.com/downloads
https://www.zivid.com/zivid-one-plus-small-3d-camera
https://www.zivid.com/zivid-one-plus-medium-3d-camera
https://www.zivid.com/zivid-one-plus-large-3d-camera
https://www.zivid.com/schedule-a-free-zivid-demo
https://www.zivid.com/order
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Learn more at

www.zivid.com
Human-like vision for robots




